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Southeast Asian ride-hailing
app Grab expands into lending

JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP) — Southeast Asian ride-

hailing app Grab is expanding into financial services in

partnership with a Japanese credit card company, hoping

to offer credit to millions of people without bank accounts.

Grab, founded by Malaysian businessman Anthony

Tan, said it will use its “huge cache” of customer data from

the app to provide ways to measure creditworthiness of

people outside the formal banking system.

The ride-hailing app says it has more than a billion

transactions a year including food deliveries and other

services.

It said the joint venture with Japan’s Credit Saison will

initially focus on providing loans to Grab drivers and mer-

chants for purchasing smartphones or working capital.

The World Bank estimates that more than 260 million

people in Southeast Asia lack bank accounts, which

restricts their access to credit.

“Many in our region have no access to loans that they

can use to purchase a new home or grow their small

business,” Grab said in a statement. It said its lending

business would “accelerate financial inclusion.”

Grab dominates car- and motorbike-hailing in much of

Southeast Asia. The Wall Street Journal, citing people

familiar with the matter, has reported that Uber has

agreed in principle to sell its Southeast Asian operations

to Grab, which would end the U.S. company’s costly fight

for market share in the region.

In Indonesia, Southeast Asia’s biggest economy and

most populous nation, Grab is in a fierce battle for

customers with local operator Go-Jek.

EXPANDING CREDIT. A Grab bike driver is seen on his motorbike

in Jakarta, Indonesia. Southeast Asian ride-hailing app Grab is expanding

into financial services in partnership with a Japanese credit card com-

pany, hoping to offer credit to millions of people without bank accounts.

(AP Photo/Achmad Ibrahim)

Indian wildlife sanctuary sees
jump in one-horned rhinos

By Wasbir Hussain

The Associated Press

G
AUHATI, India — A tiny

wildlife sanctuary in

northeastern India has

reported a jump in the number of

one-horned rhinoceroses.

All of the world’s five rhino species

are under threat from poachers who

sell their horns on black markets,

often in countries where rhino horn is

believed to increase male potency.

A survey carried out at the Pobitora

Wildlife Sanctuary showed 102

one-horned rhinos now living in the

park, up from 93 during the last

count, in 2012, said Pradipta Baruah,

a forestry officer who supervised the

census.

“Our efforts at conserving the rhino

have paid off,” Baruah said by phone.

The reserve, which is just 15 square

miles, is outside of the Assam state

capital, Gauhati. India’s Kaziranga

National Park, also in Assam, is the

main home of the one-horned rhino,

with more than 2,000.

More than 20 rangers were

involved in the count, traversing the

park’s forests, grasslands, and wet-

lands on seven domesticated Asiatic

elephants.

“The animals looked carefree in the

wilds, lazing around shrubs and

grasslands,” said ranger Mukul

Tamuli.

Six rhinos have been poached in

Pobitora since 2012, officials said,

and 20 died of natural causes.

Hong Kong’s skyline farms
harvest more happiness than food

HONG KONG (AP) —

High above downtown

Hong Kong’s bustling,

traffic-clogged streets, a

group of office workers toil

away.

They’re working not on a

corporate acquisition or a

public share offering, but

on harvesting a bumper

crop of lettuce atop one of

the skyscrapers studding

the city’s skyline.

This is rooftop farming

taken to the extreme.

And it’s more about

reaping happiness than

providing food.

The volunteers were

picking lettuce on a

decommissioned helipad

on the 480-foot-high roof of

the 38-story Bank of

America tower.

The farm is run by

Rooftop Republic, a three-

year-old startup whose

founders are tapping

growing interest in organic

food and taking advantage

of unused roof space in the

cramped, high-rent

Chinese city.

Rooftop Republic has set

up on average one farm per

month since its founding

and now manages 36

covering more than 30,000

square feet (about 2,800

square meters), including

one in mainland China,

Hong said. It also provides

workshops for companies,

building owners, schools,
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URBAN GARDEN. Volunteers pick lettuce growing in rows of low

black plastic planters on a decommissioned helipad on the 480-foot-high

roof of the 38-story Bank of America tower in Hong Kong. (AP Photo/Kin

Cheung)

CONSERVATION PAYOFF. A one-horned rhinoceros stands inside the Pobitora Wildlife

Sanctuary in Assam state, India. The tiny wildlife sanctuary in northeastern India has reported a

jump in the number of one-horned rhinoceroses. (AP Photo/Anupam Nath)


